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An algorithm for least-squares fitting of cubic spline surfaces 
to functions on a rectilinear mesh over a rectangle AL¢ORITHM 00S 
P. Dierckx (*) 
ABSTRACT 
In this paper a method  is presented for fitting, in the least-squares sense, a bivariate cubic spline 
funct ion to values o f  a dependent  variable, specified at points on a rectangular grid in the plane 
of the independent  variables. 
Products o f  B-splines are used to represent the bicubic splines. 
The coeff icients in this representat ion are determined by solving a set o f  one-dimensional least- 
squares problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION c = u 0 < ~1 < "'" < tth < Uh+l = d (2.2) 
In [8] a method is given for fitting bivariate cubic 
splines by least-squares to data given at points ar- 
ranged arbitrarily. 
In many applications these data are given at points 
on a rectangular g id. In that case a lot of work can 
be saved by taking into account this specific position 
of the data points. 
As in [81 the method, described in this paper, employs 
products of B-splines to represent the bicubic splines. 
The observation equations are arranged in a matrix 
form, conformable with the Kronecker product of 
two matrices, so that the coefficients of the B-spline 
representation can be calculated in a very rapid and 
accurate way by solving a set of one-dimensional least- 
squares problems [3]. 
Evaluation, differentiation a d integration of the 
approximating spline can then be performed in a very 
simple way using some stable recursion relations [2, 
4, 5]. 
A Fortran implementation f the algorithm is given 
in section 5. 
2. BICUBIC SPLINE FUNCTIONS [8] 
In our least-squares problem a closed rectangular 
domain D = [a, b] x [c, d] is concerned. 
Consider the strictly increasing sequences of real 
numbers 
a=~'0 < ?'1 < " "< ~'g< ~'g+l =b 
and 
(2.1) 
then the function s(x, y) is called a bicubic spline 
function on D with knots ki, i = 1, 2 .... g in the x- 
direction and uj, j = 1, 2 .... h in the y-direction if the 
following two ~onditions are satisfied 
(i) On any subrectangle Di, j =0,i, Xi+ll x [~j,~j+l l, 
i=0,  I .... g; j =0, i .... h, s(x,y) is a bicubic 
polynomial in x and y. 
(ii) All partial derivatives ~ i+j s (x, y) / 8 xi6 yJ 
for 0 ~ i ~ 2 and 0 ~ j ~ 2 are continuous every- 
where in D. 
To represent the general bicubic spline we need a set 
of basis functions. Such a set can be constructed from 
the tensor product of two one-dimensional sets of 
normalised cubic B-splines. This means that, if we 
introduce the additional knots 
x-3--x-2 =~-1 --x0 =a 
it_3 = u_2 =~_ 1 =tt0 = c 
~'g+l = ~'g+2 = xg+3 = ~'g+4 = b 
(2.3) 
~h+l=t th+2 =~h+3 =tth+4 =d 
every bicubic spline s (x, y) on D with knots 
~'i, i = 1 . . . .  g in the x-direction and uj, j = 1 .... h in 
the y-direction can be written as a linear combination 
of the cross products of the B-splines M i(x), 
i=1  .... g+4 and Nj(y),j = 1 .... h+4, i.e. 
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g+4 h+4 
s(x,y) = i~1 j~l  ci, j Mi (x) Nj (y) (2.4) 
with 
4 
Mi(x ) = (xi-xi_ 4) zx t (xi_ 4, xi_ 3 .... x i) (t-x)+ 3 
(2.5) 
and 
4 (t ,3 (2.6) Nj (y) = (uj - ~j -4) ~ t (~j-4' ~j- 3 .... t~j) -y)+ 
where zxt4(-i .... ai+4) f(t) stands for the 4th divided 
difference of f(t) o n the points a i , . .a i+4 and where 
x 3 is a truncated power function 
3 3 x+=x if x> 0 
0 if x<0 (2.7) 
3. THE LEAST-SQUARES PROBLEM 
The following problem is considered. Given the func- 
tion values fq, r, specified at points (Xq, Yr), 
q = 1, 2 .... m; r = 1, 2 . . . .  n on a rectangular g id, 
determine the bicubic spline function s(x, y), minimiz- 
ing the expression 
m n 
z (3.1) q=l lfq, r- S(Xq, yrH 2 
With the representation (2.4) this problem becomes 
a matter of determining values for the coefficients 
ci, j as the hast-squares solution to the observation 
equations 
g+4 h+4 
z z c i .  M i(xq) Nj(yr) fq, r i=l j=l  ,J = (3.2) 
These equations may be written in matrix notation as 
G C = F (3.3) 
where 
G is the m n x (g+4) (h+4) matrix with elements 
GQ, k = Mi (Xq) Nj (Yr)' 
C is the column vector containing the B-spline coef- 
ficients C k = ci, j and 
F is the column vector containing the function values 
r~ = fq, r • 
Now, if we pass through the rectangular g id (Xq, Yr) 
in the following way 
(q, r) -- (1, 1), (1, 2) .... (1, n), (2, 1)...  (2, n) . . .  
(m, 1)...  (m, n) 
which means that 
= (q - 1) n + r (3.4) 
and if we arrange the basis functions M i (x) Nj (y) in 
the order 
(i,j) = (1, 1), (1, 2) .... (1,h+4), (2,1).. (21h+4),.. 
(g+4, 1)... (g+4, h+4) 
which means that 
k = ( i - l )  (h+4) + j (3.5) 
then matrix G can be written as the Kronecker product 
of the matrices B and A, which are the observation 
matrices of the one-dimensional least-squares prob- 
lems in y- and x-direction respectively, i.e. 
B is the n x (h+4) matrix with elements Br, j =Nj(Yr) 
and 
A is the m x (g+4) matrix with elements Aq,i= Mi(Xq). 
The Kronecker product [91 of two matrices B and A, 
denoted by 
G = B x A (3.6) 
is the matrix composed by submatrices which are the 
products of the matrix B with the elements ai, j of 
matrix A. It has the following properties 
(i) (B x A) T = B T x A T (3.7) 
(ii) (B × A) (D x C) = (B D) x (AC) (3.8) 
provided that the dimensions of the matrices are 
compatible. 
The solution of problem (3.3) is well known to satisfy 
the normal equations 
G T G C = G T F (3.9) 
or according to (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) 
(B TBxA TA) C=(B  T×A T )r (3.10) 
Now, in accordance with the Kronecker product, the 
observation equations (3.2) can be written also in 
another matrix notation, i.e. 
B cTAT = ~,T (3.11) 
where C is the (g+4) x (h+4) matrix with elements 
Ci, j = ci, j and 
1~ is the m x n matrix containing the function 
values ~,  r = fq, r • 
In the same way, the normal equations (3.10) become 
B T B C rr A T A = B T F -°r A (3.12) 
and the coefficients c. • are easily found as 
l~j  
~17 = (B T B)- I  B T Far A (A T A) -1 (3.13) 
In a more stable way, but at the cost of some compu- 
tational work, we can also use a Q R algorithm to solve 
problem (3.11). In both cases we can take advantage 
of the special form of the matrices A and B. Indeed, 
cubic B-splines have the interesting property that they 
are non-zero nly over four adjacent intervals between 
knots, i. e. 
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Mi(x )=0 if x<~,i_4 or x/>x i 
(3.14) Nj(y)---0 i fy~u j_4  or y>u j  
Consequently, if the abscissae Xq and the ordinates Yr 
of the data points are arranged in increasing order, 
the matrices A and B have a bandstructure of band- 
width four I81. 
Following Cox and Hayes [3] we have used Givens 
rotations without square roots [5] to solve the one- 
dimensional least-squares problem. The matrices A
and B are decomposed asthe products 
A = Q1 D~/2 R1 (3.15) 
and 
B = Q2 D1/2 R2 (3.16) 
where  
Q1 and Q2 are orthonormal matrices of dimensions 
m x (g+4) and n x (h+4) respectively, 
D 1 and D 2 are diagonal matrices of dimensions 
(g+4) x (g+4) and (h+4) x (h+4) respectively, and 
R 1 and R 2 are unit upper triangular matrices of 
dimensions (g+47 x (g+4) and (h+4) x (h+47 
respectively. 
Treating further the columns of matrix F as additional 
columns of matrix A to fmd 
r l  = D11/2 QT ff (3.17) 
and the rows of this matrix F 1 as additional columns 
of matrix B to fred 
F2 = QI (3.18) 
expression (3.127 f~mally becomes 
R 27  TR  I=F  2 (3.19) 
which is very easily solved for C, i.e. 
= R11 (R21 F2 7T (3.20) 
4. EVALUATION, DIFFERENTIATION AND 
INTEGRATION OF BICUBIC SPLINES 
Evaluation, differentiation a d integration of the ap- 
proximating bicubic spline s(x, y) can be performed 
in a very rapid and accurate way using the stable recur- 
sion relations for differentiation [2, 3] and integration 
[4] of splines in one variable :
g+ 4 (~x 
aQ +ks(x, y)/ax~ay k = ~=z I e i M~ J(x) (4.1) 
h+4 Njk)(y) 
ei = j=~l ci, j 
0< ~,k< 3 
g+4h+4 
ffl "rfa s(x, y) dx dy = i~1 j=l~ ci',j ~ f~ Mi(x) dx "r f~ N;(y)dyj 
(4.2) 
5. A SUBROUTINE PACKAGE FOR SMOOTHING, 
DIFFERENTIATION AND INTEGRATION OF 
FUNCTIONS DEFINED ON A RECTILINEAR 
MESH OVER A RECTANGLE 
The program consists of the 6 subroutines SURFAC, 
KNOT, CHECK, BSPLIN, BICUBI and SPLINT. Com- 
munications with the package is solely through the 
argument list of the subroutines SURFAC, BICUBI 
and SPLINT. 
Subroutine SURFAC determines a least-squares bicubic 
spline surface fit s(x, y) to a function f(x, y), defined 
on a rectilinear mesh over a rectangle. Entrance is 
achieved by CALL SURFAC (X, MX, Y, MY, F, IX, 
IY, TX, TY, C, IER 7. The user supplies the vectors X 
and Y, containing the abscissae and ordinates of the 
data points, the number of this abscissae (MX) and 
ordinates (MY), and a vector F containing the func- 
t-ion values F(~) = f(x i, yj) on the rectangular g id 
Q= (i-17MY +j, i=1 .. . .  MX; j=l . . . .  MY. In addition 
the user has to indicate how many knots the bicubic 
spline s(x, Y) will have in the x-direction (g= abs(IX)) 
and in the y-direction (h=abs(IYT).It depends on the 
sign of this number IX (same remark for IY in the y- 
direction) whether the user himself gives the position 
of the interior knots xi=TX(i+ 4 ), i---1, 2 . . . .  g (IX > 0) 
or whether he wants the program to make this choice 
automatically (IX < 0). The subroutine will return 
s(x, y) in its B-spline representation, i.e. the position 
of all the knots hi=TX(i+ 47, i= -3, -2 . . . .  g+ 4; 
uj = TY (j + 4), j=-3, -2 . . . .  h+ 4 and the B-spline 
coefficients ci, j = C(k), k= (i- 1) (h + 47 + j, i= 1, 2 .... g + 4; 
j= 1, 2 .... h+ 4, and a variable IER which is zero for a 
• normal return and otherwise gives information on what 
went wrong. 
It should be noted that if IX=0, IY=0 SURFAC will 
return a bicubic polynomial, and ff g+ 4--MX, h + 4= MY 
it will return an interpolating spline. 
By means of FUNCTION subroutine BICUBI the user 
can evaluate s (x,y) and all derivatives a Q + k s(x,y)/a x%y k 
0 ~ Q, k ~< 3 at any arbitrary point (x,y) ~ [Xl,XMXl x 
[Yl, YMY 1" After a call S=BICUBI (IX, IY, TX, TY, C, 
X, Y, NUX, NUY 7 the variable S will contain the value 
of the derivative of s(x, y), (~= NUX, k=NUY) at the 
point (X, Y). Finally FUNCTION subroutine SPLINT 
can be used to evaluate double integrals f~ fa s (x, y)dx dy 
t~ "t 
withx I ~< a,~ ~ XMX, y l  <~/,a g YMY" After acall 
S= SPLINT (IX, IY, TX, TY, C, XB, XE, YB, YE) the 
variable S will contain the value of the double integral 
of s(x, y) with integration limits ~=XB, fl=XE, -/=YB 
and a = YE. 
For further explanation see the initial comments of 
the subroutines. 
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6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Using a random generator, we generated a set of 
uniformly distributed stochastic variates ek in the 
range [-0.1, 0.1] and constructed a table of  function 
values 
x i = 0.2 ( i -11) i=1 ,2  .. . .  21 
yj = 0.2 ( j -11) j = 1, 2 ... .  21 
fi, j = exp (-x2 - y2) (1+ ek) k=21( i -1 )+ j  
By calling subroutine SURFAC we then determined 
a bicubic spline approximation s (x, y) with three knots 
in the x-direction and three in the y-direction (xi--~i= 
i -2,  i= 1, 2, 3). Fig. 1 gives a picture of the data 
points and the spline approximation, seen from a 
point with coordinates (2,2,0.5).  
The spline s(x, y) was used then to Fmd an approxima- 
tion for 8 2f(x, y ) /6xsy= 4 x y exp (-x 2 - y2). Table 1 
compares, for a small number of points, the exact and 
estimated function and derivative values, and gives the 
root mean square error of the estimated values for the 
total number of  data points. 
Finally FUNCTION subroutine SPLINT was called 
to evaluate the double integral 
f2 f2  s(x,y)  dxdy  =3.1157 
-2  -2 
The value of  
f2 f2 exp ( -x  2 - y2) dx dy = 3.1123 
-2  -2 
Fig. 1-a 
The given data points (x i, yj, fi, j). 
Fig. 1-b 
The spline approximation six , Y). 
Table 1 
- exact and estimated function values and derivatives 
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SUBROUTINE SURFAC(X, MX, Y,MY, F, IX, IY,TX,TY,C,IER) 
C GIVEN A SET OF FUNCTION VALUES OVER A RECTANGULAR GRID, SURFAC 
C OETERMINES A LEAST-SQUARES BICUBIC SPLINE SURFACE FIT, THE NUMBER 
C OF KNOTS OF WHICH IS GIVEN BY THE USER. THE KNOTS ARE. EITHER SUPPLIED 
C BY THE USER OR AUTOMATICALLY LOCATED BY THE SUBROUTINE. THE BICUBIC 
C SPLINE IS RETURNED IN ITS B-SPLINE REPRESENTATION. 
C 
C CALLING SEQUENCE 
C CALL SURFAC(X,MX,Y,MY,F, IX, IY,TX,TY,C,IER) 
C 
C INPUTPARAM ETERS: 
C X :ARRAY,MINIMUM LENGTH MX,CONTAINING THE ABSCISSAE OF THE DATA POINTS 
C MX :INTEGER VALUE,CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF ABSCISSAE 
C Y :ARRAY,MINIMUM LENGTH MY,CONTAINING THE ORDINATES OF THE DATA POINTS 
C MY : INTEGER VALUE,CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF" ORDINATES 
C F :ARRAY,MINIMUM LENGTH MX*MY,CONTAINING THE FUNCTION VALUES 
C F(K) ,K=(I - I )*MY÷J,  I= I ,2 ,o . .MX,  J=I ,2 ,oo .  MY 
C IX :INTEGER,INDICATING THE NUMBER OF KNOTS JX=IIXI IN THE X-DIRECTION 
C IY :INTEGER, INDICATING THE NUMBER OF KNOTS JY=IIYI IN THE Y-DIRECTION 
C 
C OUTPUTPARAMETERS: 
C TX :ARRAY,MINIMUM LENGTH JX+8,CONTAINING THE KNOTS TX( I ) , I= I , . . . JX÷8 
C IF IX>O, THE USER MUST SUPPLY THE POSITION OF THE INTERIOR KNOTS 
C TX( I I , I=5 , . . . IX+6;  IF IX<O THESE KNOTS ARE LOCATED AUTOMATICALLY. 
C TY :ARRAY,MINIMUM LENGTH JY÷8, CONTAINING THE KNOTS TY( J ) , J=I , . . . JY+B.  
C IF IY>O, THE USER MUST SUPPLY THE POSITION OF THE INTERIOR KNOTS 
C TY( J I , J=5 , . . . I Y+6;  IF IY<O THESE KNOTS ARE LOCATED AUTOMATICALLY. 
C C :ARRAY,MINIMUM LENGTH (JX÷4)*(JY+6),CONTAINING THE B-SPLINE 
C COEFFICIENTS C(L), L=(I -1)*( JY+4)+J ,  I= l , . . . JX÷4,  J= I , . . . J Y+6.  
C IER :ERRORCODE 
C IER=O :NORMAL RETURN 
C IER=-I:ONE OF THE RESTRICTIONS ON THE DATA POINTS IS NOT FULFILLED 
C IER=I :ONE OF THE RESTRICTIONS ON THE KNOTS IS NOT FULFILLED(SEE CHECK) 
C 
C OTHER SUBROUTINES REQUIRED: KNOTt CHECK, BSPLIN. 
C 
C RESTRICTIONS: 
C MX-6>=IIX|, MY-4>=]IYI, X (1)<X( I÷ I I ,  Y(J)<Y(J+I) 
C 
C ATTENTION: THE DIMENSION SPECIFICATIONS OF THE ARRAYS MUST BE AT LEAST 
C X(MX)yY(MY)tF(MX*MYI,TX(JX÷B)tTY(4Y÷B),C((JX÷4)*(JY+4I)tA(JX+4,3), 
C B( JY+4,3) ,D(MAXO( JX+4, JY+4) ) tG[ JX÷4,MY)vQ(MAXO( JX÷4tMY) I tH(4) .  
DIMENSION X(MX) tY (MY| tF (~41) ,TX(25) ,TY(25) ,C(441- ) ,  
< A(Z I ,3 ) ,B (21 ,3) tD I21) tG(21 ,21) ,Q(21) ,H(4)  
C THE DATA ARE VERIF IED ; I F  ONE OF THE RESTRICTIONS IS  NOT FULFILLED,  
C CONTROLE IS IMMEDIATELY REPASSED TO THE DRIVER PROGRAM ( IER=-I ) .  
MX6 = MX-4 
MY6 = MY-6 
JX = IABS(IX) 
JY = IABS( IY )  
IER = -1  
IF(JXoGT. MX6 .DR. JY.GT.MY4) GO TO 760 
IER = O 
DO 20 I=2,MX 
IF (X( I ) . LE .X( I - I ) )  IER = - I  
20 CONTINUE 
DO 60 J=Z,MY 
IF(Y( J ) .LE°Y( J -1) )  IER = -1 
60 CONTINUE 
IF(IERoNE.O) GO TO 760 
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C LOCATE THE ADDITIONAL KNOTS IN THE X-DIRECTION 
NX = JX+8 
L = NX 
DO 60  I= I ,4  
TX(I) = X( I I  
TX(L) = X(MX) 
t = L - I  
6D CDNT INUE 
IF( IX)  80~120t 100 
C LDCATE THE INTERIOR KNOTS IN THE X-DIRECTION (IX<O). 
80 CALL KNOT(X tMXwTX,NX ) 
C VERIFY THE POSITION OF THE KNOTS IN THE X-DIRECTION. 
100 CALL CHECK(X,MX,TX,NX, IER) 
C IF ONE OF THE RESTRICTIONS ON THE KNOTS IS NOT FULFILLED, CONTROLE 
C IS REPASSED TO THE DRIVER PROGRAM ( IER=I) ,  
IF(IER.NE.O) GO TO 760 
C LOCATE THE ADDITIONAL KNOTS IN THE Y-DIRECTION. 
120 NY = JY+8 
K = NY 
DO 160 J= l ,6  
TY( J )  = Y (1)  
TY(K)  = Y (MY)  
K = K -1  
160 CONTINUE 
I F ( IY I  160 ,200 ,180  
C LOCATE THE INTERIOR KNOTS IN THE Y-DIRECTION (IYKO). 
160 CALL KNOT (Y,MY, TYtNY ) 
C VERIFY THE POSITION OF THE KNOTS IN THE Y-DIRECTION. 
IBO CALL CHECK(Y,MY,TYtNY, IER) 
C IF ONE OF THE RESTRICTIONS ON THE KNOTS IS NOT FULFILLED, CONTROLE 
C IS REPASSED TO THE DRIVER PROGRAM (IER=I)o 
IF(IER.NE.O) GO TO 740 
C OUR OBSERVATION MATRIX IS BUILT UP CONFORMABLE WITH THE KRONECKER PRODU( 
C OF THE MATRICES A AND B, WHICH ARE THE OBSERVATION MATRICES OF THE ONE- 
C DIMENSIONAL LEAST-SQUARES PROBLEMS IN X-, RESP. Y-DIRECTION. 
C MATRIX A IS BUILT UP ROW BY ROW AND REDUCED TO _UPPER TRIANGULAR FORM 
C BY GIVENS TRANSFORMATIONS WITHOUT SQUARE ROOTS. 
200 NX4 = NX-/~ 
C INITIALISATION STEP 
DO 260 I=I,NX6 
D( I )  - O.  
DO 220 J= l ,3  
A(I,Ji = O* 
2ZO CONTINUE 
DO 260 J=ItMY 
G( I t J )  = O. 
240  CONTINUE 
L = 4 
LO = 5 
NUMBER = 0 
ICOUNT = 0 
DO 600 IT=I~MX 
C ABSCISSA X(IT) IS FETCHED. 
ARG = X(IT) 
C SEARCH FOR KNOTINT'ERVAL TX(L-I)< = X(IT} < TX(L). 
260 IF (ARG.LT ,TX ILO)  .OR.  L .EQ.NX4)  GO TO 300 
L = LO 
LO = L e l  
NUMBER = NUMBER÷I  
GO TO 260 
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C COMPUTE THE NON-ZERO ELEMENTS OF THE NEW ROW OF MATRIX A BY 
C EVALUATING THE FOUR NON-ZERO CUBIC B-SPLINES AT X( IT ) .  
300 CALL BSPLIN (TX,NX, ARG,L,H ) 
C FORM THE RIGHT HAND SIDE 
DO 320 I=I,MY 
ICOUNT = ICDUNT+I 
Q(I) = F(ICOUNT) 
32~ CONTINUE 
C THE NEW ROW OF MATRIX A IS IMMEDIATELY ROTATED INTO TRIANGLE BY GIVENS 
C TRANSFORMATIONS WITHOUT SQUARE ROOTS. THE SAME TRANSFORMATIONS ARE 
C APPLIED TO THE RIGHT HAND SIDE. 
DELTA = I .  
DO 380 I= I ,4  
IF(DELTA.EQ.O.) GO TO 400 
PIV = H( I )  
IFiPIV.EQ.D.) GO TO 380 
J = NUMBER+I 
DJ = D(J) 
S = PIV*DELTA 
DPRIME = DJ÷S*PIV 
COS = DJ/DPRIME 
SIN = S/DPRIME 
D(J) = DPRIME 
DELTA = DELTA*COS 
C TRANSFORMATIONS TO RIGHT HAND SIDE. 
DO 340 I2=I,MY 
STORE = G(J,12) 
G[ J , I2 I  = COS*STORE+SIN*Q(12I 
Q(I2) = Q(I2)-PIV*STORE 
340 CONT I NUE 
IF( I .EQ.4) GO TO 400 
C TRANSFORMATIONS TO LEFT HAND SIDE. 
I I  = I+ I  
12 =0 
DD 360 I3 - - I I ,4  
I2 = I2+l 
STORE = A( J , I2 )  
A(J ,12) = COS*STORE+SIN*H(13) 
H(I3) = H( I3)-PIV*STORE 
360 CONT I NUE 
38D CONTINUE 
40D CONTINUE 
C MATRIX B IS BUILT UP ROW BY ROW AND REDUCED TO UPPER TRIANGULAR FORM 
C BY GIVENS TRANSFORMATIONS WITHOUT SQUARE ROOTS. 
NY4 = NY-4 
C INITIALISATION STEP. 
DO 420 I=I,NY4 
D(1) = O. 
DO 420 J= l ,3  
B( I , J )  = 0. 
420 CONTINUE 
NXY = NX4*NY4 
DO 440 I=I,NXY 
C(1)  = O. 
440 CONTINUE 
L=4 
LD = 5 
NUMBER = 0 
DO 600 JT=I ,MY 
C ORDINATE Y( JT )  IS FETCHED. 
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ARG = Y(JT-) 
C SEARCH FOR KNOT INTERVAL TY(L -1 )  <= Y( JT I  < TY(L )  
460 IF IARG.LT .TY(LO)  .OR.  L. EQ.NY4) GO TO 500 
L = LO 
LO = L41 
NUMBER= NUMBER+I 
C COMPUTE THE NON-ZERO ELEMENTS OF THE NEW ROW OF MATRIX B BY 
C EVALUATING THE FOUR NON-ZERO CUBIC B-SPLINES AT Y(JT|.  
500 CALL BSPL IN (TY ,NY ,  ARG, L ,  H) 
C FORM THE RIGHT HAND S IDE.  
DO 520 I= I ,NX4 
Q( I )  = G( I t JT )  
520 CONTINUE 
C THE NEW ROW OF MATRIX B IS IMMEDIATELY ROTATED INTO TRIANGLE BY GIVENS 
C TRANSFORMATIONS WITHOUT SQUARE ROOTS. THE SAME TRANSFORMATIONS ARE 
C APPLIED TO THE RIGHT HAND SIDE. 
DELTA = I .  
DO 580 I=1,4 
I F (DELTA.EQ.O. )  GO TO 600 
PIV = H(I)  
IF(PIV.EQ.D,) GO TO 580 
J = NUMBER÷I 
DJ = D(J) 
S = P IV*DELTA 
DPRIME = DJ+S~PIV 
COS = DJ/DPRIME 
S IN = S/DPRIME 
D( J )  = DPRIME 
DELTA - DELTA*COS 
K = J 
C TRANSFORMATIONS TO RIGHT HAND S IDE,  
DO 540 I2=I ,NX4 
STORE = C(K |  
C IK )  = COS*STORE+SIN*Q( I2 )  
Q( I2 )  = Q I I2 ) -P IV*STORE 
K = K+NY4 
540 CONTINUE 
IF(I .EQ.4) GO TO 600 
C TRANSFORMATIONS TO LEFT HAND SIDE. 
I1  = I÷1 
I2  = 0 
DO 560 I3=I1 ,4  
12 -- 12+I 
STORE = BIJ ,  I2 |  
B(J,12) = COS*STORE÷SIN*H(13) 




C BACK SUBST ITUTION IN TWO STEPS TO FIND THE B-SPLINE COEFFICIENTS. 
C FIRST STEP, 
K -- - I  
DO 660 I=I,NX4 
K = K*NY4 
KI -- K 
J = NY4-1 
DO 640 II=2,NY4 
STORE = C(KI) 
L2 = MINO(3, I I - I )  
L1 = K1 
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DO 620 L3=I ,L2  
L I  = L I * I  
STORE = STORE-C(L I I *B( J , . L3 )  
620 CONTINUE 
C(K1)  = STORE 
J= J -1  
K1 = K I -1  
640 CONTINUE 
66D CONTINUE 
C SECOND STEP. 
K = NXY-2*NY4 
DO 720 J= lgNY4 
K = K+I  
K1 = K 
I = NX4-1 
DD 700 II=2,NX4 
STORE = C(K1) 
L2 = MINO(3, I I - I )  
LI = Kl 
DO 680 L3=I ,L2  
L I  = L I+NY4 
STORE = STORE-C(L I I *A( I , L3 I  
680 CONTINUE 
C(KI) = STORE 
I= l - I  





SUBROUTINE KNOTIDATA, M,T ,N)  
C SUBROUTINE KNCT LOCATES AUTOMATICALLY THE INTERIOR KNOTS T( J i , J=5 , . . .N -4  
C OVER THE INTERVAL (DATA( I ) tDATA(N) ) ,  TAKING ACCOUNT OF THE POSITION OF 
C THE DATA POINTS DATA( I I , I= I , . . .M ,  I .E .  
C *A POSSIBLE SYMMETRY OF THE DATA POINTS WITH REGARD TO THE CENTRE OF 
C THE APPROXIMATION INTERVAL WILL HAVE AS RESULT A SYMMETRIC LOCATION 
C OF THE KNOTS. 
C *A POSSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF DATA POINTS WILL RESULT IN A CONCENTRATION 
C OF KNOTS AT THAT PLACE. 
DIMENSION DATA(M|,T(N) 
MI = M- I  
NI  = N-7  
L = MI /N I+I  
I = MI -N I=HL-1)  
Ml = L* I  
ME = M-L 
NI = 5 
NE = N-4 
DO 60 ICOUNT=I ,2  
I I  = I /2  
I F I I1 .  EQ°O| GD TO 40 
DO 20 J= l , I1  
T (N I )  = DATAIMI )  
T (NE)  = DATA(ME) 
NI = N I+I  
Ml = MI÷L 
NE = ME-1 
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ME = ME-L 
20 CONTINUE 
4'3 IF(ICOUNT.EQ°2) GO TO 80 
12 = 2" I I - I÷1  
L = L -1  
I = NI - I - I2  
MI = MI - I  
ME = ME+I 
6C) CONTINUE 
BO IF ( I I *2 ,EQ,  I) GO TO I00 
T(NI) = DATA(M)) 
IF(12, EQ.I) GD TO I00 




C SUBROUTINE CHECK VERIFIES THE POSITION OF THE KNOTS T( J) ,J=I , . . .N  WITH 
C REGARD TO THE POSITION OF THE CATA POINTS DATA(I). THE FOLLOWING CONDIII 
C MUST BE SATISFIED: 
C *DATA(1) < T(5!  <=. . .T | J )  <= T( J+ I ) . . °<= T(N-4) < DATA(M). 
C *NO KNOT MAY HAVE A MULTIPLICITY GREATHER THEN 3. 
C " *THERE MUST BE AT LEAST ONE SUBSET OF DATA POINTS Y(JI SUCH THAT 
C T(J) < Y(J) < T(J*4) , J= I ,2 , ° . ,N -4°  
C IF ALL THESE CONDITIONS ARE FULFILLED IER IS SET TO ZERO, OTHERWISE 
C THIS PARAMETER WILL HAVE THE VALUE ONE. 
DIMENSION DATA(M),T(N) 
N1 = N-4  
IER  = 1 
IF(T(5).LE°DATA(I| °OR° T(NI).GE.DATA(M)) GO TO 140 
IF(NI.EQ. 5) GO TO 120 
L = 1 
DD 60 I=6,N1 
IF (T ( I - I ) -T ( I  )) 20,40,140 
23 L = 1 
GO TO 60 
40 L = L+I 
IF(L.EQ.4) GO TO 140 
60 CONTINUE 
N2 = NI -1  
I = 1 
DD 100 J=2,N2 
TJ = T ( J )  
T4 = T ( J *4 )  
80 I = I÷1 
IF(DATA(II .LE.TJ) GO TO 80 
IF(DATA(I),GE.T4I GO TO 140 
lOO CONTINUE 




C SUBROUTINE BSPLIN EVALUATES THE FOUR NON-ZERO CUBIC B-SPLINES 
C AT T(L) <= X < T(L~I) AND STORES THEM IN VECTOR H. 
DIMENSION T(NI,H(4I,HH(4) 
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10~) 
200 
H[ I )= I .  
DO 200 J=1,3 
HH(1) = O. 
J1 = J+l 
DO 100 l=l,'J 
LI = L+I 
LJ = LI- J  
F = H(1) / (T (L I ) -T (L J ) )  
HH[I) = HH(I)~F*(T(LI}-X) 
HH(I÷I) = F*(X-T(LJ))  
CONTINUE 
DO 200 l= l , J l  




FUNCTION BICUBI (_IX, IY,TX,TY,C, X, YtNUX, NUY) 
C FUNCTION SUBROUTINE BICUBI EVALUATES AND COMPUTES DERIVATIVES OF 
C A BICUBIC SPLINE S(X,YI,  GIVEN IN ITS B-SPLINE REPRESENTATION. 
C 
C CALLING SEQUENCE: 
C DERIV = BICUBI( IX, IY,TX,TYtC,X,Y,NUX,NUY) 
C 
C I NPUTPARAMETERS: 
C IX : INTEGER, INDICATING THE NUMBER OF KNOTS JX=IIXl IN THE X-DIRECTION. 
C IY = INTEGER, INDICATING THE NUMBER OF KNOTS JY=IIYI IN THE Y-DIRECTION. 
C TX :ARRAY,MINIMUM LENGTH JX+B,CONTAINING THE KNOTS IN THE X-DIRECTION. 
C TY :ARRAY,MINIMUM LENGTH JY+B,CONTAINING THE KNOTS IN THE Y-DIRECTION. 
C C :ARRAY,MINIMUM LENGTH (JX+4)*(JY+4),CONTAINING THE B-SPLINE COEFF. 
C X,Y :REAL VARIABLES, CONTAINING THE COORDINATES OF THE POINT 
C WHERE THE DERIVATIVE HAS TO BE COMPUTED. 
C NUX :INTEGER, CONTAINING THE ORDER OF THE DERIVATIVE IN X. 
C NUY : INTEGER, CONTAINING THE ORDER DF THE DERIVATIVE IN Y. 
C 
C OUTPUTPARAMETER: 
C DERIV:REAL VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE VALUE OF THE DERIVATIVE. 
C 
C DTHER SUBROUTINES REQUIRED: NONE. 
C 
C RESTRICTIDNS: 
C 0 <= NUX,NUY <= 3,  TX(4)<= X <=TX( JX+5) ,  TY I4 )<= Y <=TY( JY+5)  
C 
C ATTENTION: THE DIMENSION SPECIFICATIONS OF THE ARRAYS MUST BE AT LEAST 
C TX( JX~8 ) ,TY( JY  48) ,C(  ( JX÷4)* ( JY+4) ) ,T (6 I ,HX(4  ) ,HY(4) .  
DIMENSION TX(25) ,TY(25) ,C(~41) tT (6) ,HX(4) ,HY(4)  
C THE DERIVATIVE IS FOUND AS THE DERIVATIVE OF ORDER NUX OF A-CUBIC SPLINE 
C IN X, THE B-SPLINE COEFFICIENTS OF WHICH ARE ON THEIR TURN FOUND AS 
C DERIVATIVES OF ORDER NUY OF CUBIC SPLINES IN THE Y-DIRECTION. 
BICUBI = O. 
C THE DATA ARE VERIFIED; IF ONE OF THE RESTRICTIONS IS NOT FULFILLED 
C CDNTRDLE IS REPASSED TO THE DRIVER PROGRAM (BICUBI=OI. 
IF(NUX.LT.O .DR. NUX. GE.4I GO TO 420 
IFINUY.LT.O .OR. NUY.GE.4| GD TO 420 
NX4 = IABS(IX)+4 
NY4 = IABS(IY) +4 
IF(X.LT.TX(4| .OR. X.GT.TX(NX4+I)) GO TO 420 
IF(Y.LT.TY(4) .OR. Y.GT.TY(NY4*Ii) GO TO 420 
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L = 5 
C SEARCH FOR KNOTINTERVAL TX(L -1 )  <= X < TX(L I  
20 IF (X .LT .TX(L |  .OR,, L .GT , ,NX4)  GO TO 40 
L = L÷I  
GO TO 2D 
40 K - -  5 
C SEARCH FOR KNOTINTERVAL TY(K-11 <= Y < TY(K} 
60 IFIY,LT.TYIK) ,OR. K.GT.NY4) GO TO 80 
K = K÷I  
GO TO 60 
C COMPUTATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE CUBIC SPLINE IN THE X-DIRECT 
C THE DERIVATIVE OF ORDER NUX OF WHICH IS THE REQUIRED DERIVATIVE. 
80 K4 =. K -4  
L4 = L -4  
M = (L4 -1 I *NY4÷K4 
C COMPUTATION OF CONSTANTS FOR INTERVAL TYIK-I) <= Y < TY(K) 
DD 100 J=1,6 
K4 = K4+I  
T ( J |  = TY(K4)  
I00 CONTINUE 
DO 220 1=1,4  
MI = M 
DO 120 J= l ,4  
HY i J |  = C(M1)  
MI = MI+I 
123 CONTINUE 
I F (NUY.EQ.O)  GO TO 160 
NU1 = NUY* I  
DO 140 J I=2 ,NU1 
I I  = 4 
I J  = 9 - J l  
DD 140 J2=J1 ,4  
I2  = 11 
II -- 12- I  
IJ = I J -1  
HY( 12) = (HY( I2 ) -HY(  I I ) ) / (T (  I J)-T( IZj) 
140 CONT I NUE 
IF(NUY,EQ. 3| GO TO 200 
l bO NU2 = NUY+2 
DO 180 J I=NU2,4  
I I  =4  :~' 
I J  = 9 - J l  
DO 180 J2=J l~4 
I2 = I I  
I I  = I2 - I  
I J  = I J -1  
HY( I2 )  = ( (Y -T ( I l J}*HY( I2 )÷(T( I J ) -Y )$HY{ I I ) ) / (T ( I J ) -T i I1 ) )  
180 CONT INUE 
200 HX( I )  = HY(4)  
M= M÷NY4 
22D CONTINUE 
C CDMPUTATION OF CONSTANTS FOR KNOT INTERVAL TX(L- I)  <= X < IX(L) .  
DD 240 I=1,6 
L4 = L6+l  
T I I )  = TXIL4; 
240 CONTINUE 
C EVALUATION OF THE DERIVATIVE OF ORDER NUX OF THE FOUND CUBIC SPLINE 
C IN THE X-DIRECTION, 
IF(NUX.EQ.O) GO TO 280 
NU1 = NUX +1 
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DO 263 JI=2~NU1 
I I  = 6 
IJ = 9 - J l  
DO 260 J2=Jl~6 
12 = I I  
II = 12- I  
IJ = I J - I  
HX( 12) = (HX( 12)-HX( l l ) | / (T (  I J ) -T( IL))  
26D CONTINUE 
IF(NUX.EQ.3) GO TO 320 
280 NU2 = NUX+2 
DO 300 J I=NU2,6  
I 1  = 4 
I J  = 9- J l  
DO 300 J2=Jl~6 
IZ = I]. 
I !  = I2-1 
IJ -- I J - I  
HX( I2 )  = ( (X -T I I I | )~HX( I2 )+(T( I J ) -X I *HX( IZ | I I (T ( I J I -T ( I I I )  
30D CONTINUE 
320 BICUBI = HX(6) 
FAC = 1.0 
IF(NUX.EQ.O) GO TD 360 
DO 360 I=ltNUX 
FAC = FAC*FLDAT(6-I) 
360 CONTINUE 
360 IF(NUY.EQ.O) GO TO 600 
DO 580 J=I~NUY 
FAC = FAC'WFLOAT(6-J) 
380 CONTINUE 
z, OD BICUBI -- BICUBI~FAC 
629 RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION SPL INT( IX t IY tTXtTYtC~XBeXE,YBeYE)  
C FUNCTION SUBROUTINE SPLINT EVALUATES THE DOUBLE INTEGRAL OF A BICUBIC 
C SPLINE FUNCTION S(XtY) ,  GIVEN IN ITS B-SPLINE REPRESENTATION. 
C 
C CALLING SEQUENCE: 




C IX t IY tTXtTYtC :  SEE FUNCTION SUBROUTINE B ICUBI .  
C XBtXE : REAL VALUEStCONTAINING THE INTEGRATION LIMITS IN X-DIR. 
,C YB~YE : REAL VALUES~CONTAINING THE INTEGRATION LIMITS IN Y-DIR. 
C OUTPUTPARAMETER:" 
C AINT :REAL VARIABLE,CONTAINING THE VALUE OF THE INTEGRAL. 
C 
C OTHER SUBROUTINES REQUIRED: NONE. 
C 
C RESTRICTIONS: 
C TX(4) <= XB,XE <= TX(JX*5} , TY(4) <= YBtYE <= TY(JY+5) 
C 
C ATTENTION: THE DIMENSION SPECIFICATIONS OF THE ARRAYS MUST BE AT LEAST 
C TX(JX,.i'8) s, TY (JY 481, C( (JX 44)*  ( JY+4) ) t X INT( JX+4) ,  YINT ( JV÷4 | .  
DIMENSION TX(25) ~TY(25),C(441 ), XINT(2X), YINT(21| 
NX6 = IABS(IXI+4 
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NY4 = IABS(IY)+4 
SPLINT = O. 
C THE INTEGRATION LIMITS ARE ARRANGED IN INCREASING ORDER, 
XI = XB 
X2 = XE 
MIN = 1 
I F (X1-X2  ) 20 ,200 ,10  
10 XI = XE 
X2 = XB 
MIN = -MIN 
20 Y1 = YB 
Y2 = YE 
IF(Y1-Y2) 40,200,30  
30 Y1 : YE 
Y2 = YB 
MIN = -MIN  
40 IF IXI .LT.TX(6)} XI = TX(4) 
IF|X2.GT.TX(NX4+I)) X2 = TX(NX4+I) 
I F (Y I , LT .TY(4 l l  YI = TY(4) 
IF(Y2. GT.TY(NY4+II) Y2 = TY(NY4÷I) 
C IN IT IAL ISAT ION OF THE INTEGRALS XINT(I)  AND YINTIJ) OF THE CUBIC 
C B-SPLINES IN X-,RESPoY-DIRECTION, 
DO 50 I=I,NX4 
XINT(I I  = O, 
5~) CDNT INUE 
DD 60 J=I,NY4 
YINT(JI -- O. 
6O CONTINUE 
C COMPUTAT ION OF THE INTEGRALS OF THE CUBIC B-SPLINES IN THE X-DIRECTION 
L= 4 
ARG = X l 
NEW = 0 
DO lO0 IT=l ,2  
C SEARCH FOR KNOTINTERVAL TX(L-1) <= ARG < TX(L), ARG=XI(IT=I),XZ(IT=2)° 
-70 IF(ARG.LT.TX(L) .OR. L.GT.NX4) GO TO. 80 
L -- L+I  
NEW : 1 
"GO TO 70 
80 I F (NEW°EQ.O)  GO TO 90 
C EVALUATE CONSTANTS FOR THIS  INTERVAL 
TO = TX(L -4 )  
T1 = TX(L -3 )  
T2 = TX(L -2 )  
T3 = TX(L -1 )  
T4 = TX(L )  
T5 = TX(L÷I |  
T6 = TX IL+2)  
E1 = l ° / (T4 -T3)  
E2 = I , , , / (T4 -T2)  
E3 = l ° / (T5 -T3)  
E4 = I ° / (T4 -T I )  
E5 = l ° / (TS -T2)  
E6 : 1 . / (T6 -T3)  
C COMPUTATION OF ALL NON-ZERO B-SPLINES OF ALL DEGREES <=3 AT ARG° 
90 H1 = T4-ARG 
H2 = T5-ARG 
H3 = T6-ARG 
H4. = ARG-T3  
H5 = ARG-T2  
H6 = ARG-T1 
i 
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H7 = ARG-TO 
C THE B-SPL INE  OF ORDER 1 (DEGREE 0) .  
S l l  : I .  
C THE B-SPLINES OF ORDER 2 (DEGREE I ) °  
S21 : E l*HI  
$22 = El*H4 
FACI = $21"E2 
FAC2 = S22#E3 
C THE B-SPLINES OF ORDER 3 (DEGREE 2) .  
$31 = FACI*HI 
$32 : FACI*H5+FAC2*H2 
S33 = FAC2*H4 
FACI : $31"E4 
FAC2 : $32"E5 
FAC3 : $33,E6 
C THE B-SPLINES OF ORDER 4 (DEGREE 3) .  
S41 = FACI*H1 
$42 = FACI*H6÷FAC2*H2 
$43 : FAC2*H5÷FAC3*H3 
S44 = FAC3*H4 
C THE INDEFINITE INTEGRALS OF THE CUBIC B-SPL INES, EVALUATED AT ARG. 
BINTI : S41*HT÷(T4-TO)*(S31*H6*E4÷S21*H5*E2+SII*H4*EI) 
BINT2 : S42*H6*(T5-TI)*(S32*H5*E5+S22*H4*E3) 
BINT3 : S43*H5÷(T6-T2)*S33*H4*E6 
B INT4 = $44"H4 
I F ( IT .  EQ.2) GO TO I00 
C UPDATING OF THE INTEGRALS 
XINTIL-4J  =-B INT I  
X INT(L -3)  = -BINT2 
XINT(L-~2) = -BINT3 
X INT(L - I )  : -BINT4 
NEW : 0 
ARG = X2 
IA = L -4  
lOO CONT INOE 
C UPDATING OF THE INTEGRALS 
X INT(L-4)  : XINT(L-4) ~BINTI 
X INT(L -3)  : XINT(L-3)+BINT2 
X INT(L -2)  : XINT(L-21+BINT3 
X INT(L - I )  = X INT(L- I )÷BINT4 
IF(NEW.EQ.O) GO TO 120 
IB : L-5 
C UPDATING DF THE INTEGRALS 
DO l l g  I= IA ,  IB 
XINT(1) : X INT( I )÷(TX( I *4 ) -TX( I | )  
l lO CONTINUE 
C COMPUTATION OF THE INTEGRALS OF THE CUBIC B-SPLINES IN THE Y-DIRECTION. 
120 L = 4 
ARG = Y I  
NEW = O 
DO 16D IT=I ,2  
C SEARCH FOR KNOTINTERVAL TY(L -1 )  <= ARG < TY(L ) ,ARG=YI ( IT=I ) ,Y2( IT=2| .  
130 IF(ARG.LT.TY(L) .OR. L.GT.NY4) GO TO 140 
L = L÷I 
NEW : I 
GO TO 130 
143 IF(NEW°EQ.O) GO TO 150 
C EVALUATE CONSTANTS FOR THIS INTERVAL 
TO = TY(L-4) • 
TI  = TY(L-3) 
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T2 = TY(L -2 )  
T3 = TY(L -1 )  
T4 = TY(L )  
T5 = TY IL+I )  
T6 = TY(L+2)  
E1 = 1 . / (T4 -T3)  
E2 = I . / (T4 -T2 I  
E3 = I , / (T5 -T3)  
E4 = I ° / (T4 -T I )  
E5 = I . / (T5 -T2)  
E6 = I ° / (T6 -T3)  
C CONPUTATION OF ALL NON-ZERO B-SPL INES OF ALL DEGREES <=3 AT ARG. 
15D H1 = T4-ARG 
H2 = TS-ARG 
' H3 = T6-ARG 
H4 = ARG-T3 
H5 = ARG-T2 
H6 = ARG-T[  
H7 = ARG-TO 
C THE B-SPL INE  OF ORDER 1 (DEGREE O) 
Sl l  = I. 
C THE B-SPL INES OF ORDER 2 (DEGREE 1) .  
S21 = E l *H1 
522 = E l *H4 
FAC1 = $21 ,E2  
FAC2 = S22 .E3  
C THE B-SPL INES OF ORDER 3 (DEGREE 2)o  
S31 = FACI~H1 
$32  = FACI*H5+FAC2*H2 
$33  = FAC2*H~ 
FAC1 = $31 .E4  
FAC2 = $32"E5  
FAC3 = $33 .E6  
C THE B-SPL INES OF ORDER 4 (DEGREE 3)°  
$41 = FACI*H1 
S42 = FACI*H6*FAC2*H2 
S45 = FAC2*HS÷FAC3*H3 
$44  = FAC3*H4 
C THE INDEF IN ITE  INTEGRALS OF THE CUBIC  B -SPL INES,  EVALUATED AT ARG. 
B INT I  = 541*HT+(T4-TO)* (S31*H6*E4+S21*H5*E2+SI I *H4*E1)  
B INT2  = S42*H6÷(T5-T1)* (S32*H5*E5÷S22*H4*E3|  
B INT3  = S43*H5+(T6-T2)*S33*H4*E6 
B INT4 = $44~H4 
IF ( IToEQ°2)  GO TO 160  
C UPDATING OF THE INTEGRALS 
Y INT IL -4 )  = -B INT1  
Y INT(L -3 )  = -B INT2  
Y INT(L -2 )  = -B INT3  
Y INT(L -1 )  = -B INT4  
NEW = O 
ARG = Y2 
JC = L -4  
16D CONTINUE 
C UPDATING OF THE INTEGRALS 
Y INT(L -4 )  = Y INT(L -4 )*B INT I  
Y INT(L -3 )  = Y INT(L -3 )÷BINT2 
Y INT(L -2}  = Y INT(L -2 )÷BINT3 
Y INT(L -1 )  = Y INT(L - I i÷B INT4 
JD = L -5  
I F (NEW°EQ.O)  GO TO 175 
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C UPDATING OF THE INTEGRALS 
DO 17D J=JC~JD 
YINT(J) = Y INT( J ) * (TY | J+4 I -TY( J ) )  
170 CONTINUE 
C THE DOUBLE INTEGRAL OF S(X,Y) IS FOUND AS THE SUM OF THE CROSS PRODUCTS 
C OF THE NON-ZERO INTEGRALS OF THE CUBIC B-SPL INES IN X -~RESP.Y -D IRECT ION 
C MULT IPL IED WITH THE CORRESPONDING COEFFIC IENTS° 
175 IB = IB+4 
JD = JD+4 
M = NY4*( IA-I] 
DO 190 I=IA,  IB 
CINT = XINT(I)  
DO 180 J=JC,JD 
N = M+J 
SPLINT = SPLINT'BCINT_*YINT(JI*C(NI 
180 CONTINUE 
M = M÷NY4 
19~) CONTINUE 
SPLINT = SPL INT*O.0625 
C THE ORDER OF THE INTEGRATION LIMITS IS BROUGHT INTO ACCOUNT 
IF(MIN°GT.O) GO TO 200 
SPLINT = -SPL INT  
200 RETURN 
END 
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